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Vanish Messenger
Communicate digitally with the same level of security and
privacy as a face-to-face conversation.

Why Vanish Messenger ?
Overview
Vanish Messenger allows for secure and private communication.
Your messages and calls are secured so only you and the person
you're communicating with can access them, and nobody in
between, not even Disappears.
You can also erase your messages oﬀ other people's phones and
have video calls in groups. Available on iOS & Android.

I do not want to live in a world where
everything I do and say is recorded. That is not
something I am willing to support or live
under.
- Edward Snowden

Vanish Messenger Features

End-to-End Encryption
Vanish end-to-end encrypts all your communication
including messages, photos, calls, group calls, and even
status times. Only the intended recipient, and nobody else
can read your messages. (United States Provisional Patent
Application No. 62/609,172 )

Message Retraction
Vanish allows you to send messages and erase them oﬀ
the user’s device indeﬁnitely, making them as private as the
spoken word.

Group Audio & Video Calls
Vanish makes secure communication easy and fun. With
audio calls with up to 20,000 participants and video calls
with up to 7.

Additional Functionality

Blockstore (Blockchain File Storage)
Introducing Blockstore powered by the peer to peer protocol IPFS,
each ﬁle is stored using patent pending encryption in a
decentralised manner. The hash of the ﬁle is subsequently stored on
the blockchain. Allowing for “storing”, encrypting, and sharing large
data and ﬁles on the blockchain. Coming to Vanish Messenger soon
to allow for added data security and protection.
The main event isn't bitcoin. It's using the blockchain to disrupt other industries and Wall Street.

Screenshot Detection
By using our patent pending machine learning model, Disappears
has developed technology to detect screenshots from devices
placed above the screen. (United States Provisional Patent
Application No. 62/609,185)

Quotes from the Founders
“The concept with Disappears is to power
secure communication across the globe
where others have failed and work towards a
more decentralised internet."
Jordan Sidoo
Co-Founder of Disappears.com, Inc.

“The market opportunity continues to exist in
the security space, with strategic
shareholders in place we believe we can
continue to grow Disappears and advance
our technologies in Artiﬁcial Intelligence,
Security, and Blockchain”
Dylan Sidoo
Co-Founder and COO of Disappears.com, Inc.

“With our machine learning powered
screenshot detection capabilities, we are
excited to provide new ways for users to
better protect there communication and
ensure it stays private. "
Jaiten Gill
Co-Founder and CEO of Disappears.com Inc.

